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ACQUISITION: The Alaska State Library acquired the Vinokouroff collection through the efforts of Antoinette Shalkop, who went to the Library of Congress from Anchorage in the 1970’s to index, arrange, and microfilm the Alaska Russian Church archives. At her suggestion, Vinokouroff willed his entire collection to the State of Alaska in 1983.

ACCESS: The photographs may be viewed, however, they may not be photocopied.

COPYRIGHT: Requests for permission to reproduce the collection should be discussed with the Librarian.

PROCESSING: The collection was processed over several years, by a number of different people. Initial sorting and indexing was completed by Antoinette Shalkop. Others who worked on the project under the direction of Dr. Louise Martin include Dr. Lydia Black, Dr. Richard A. Pierce, and Abbot Herman. Senator Jalmar Kerttula also assisted. The collection was copied on microfiche.
Biographical Note

Michael Vinokouroff, was born in 1894 in Yakutsk, Russia, to Fr. Zinovii and Paraskeva Prokop'evna Okhlopkova. He began to work in the public library and the Yakutian section of the Russian Geographical Society museum. In 1917, he married Anastasia Semenovna Iakushkova, who also worked in libraries, including the Ecclesiastical seminary library. In 1919, after the 1917 Boleshevik Revolution, Vinokouroff, a member of the Socialist Revolutionary Party, and Anastasia were arrested and imprisoned. In 1919, they fled to Okhotsk, Japan. A year and a half later, they immigrated to Pennsylvania then moved to New York City where Anastasia gave birth to their first child, Eugenia ("Zhenia"). The same year Vinokouroff began a career with the Library of Congress and moved his family to Washington, D.C. He spent his entire career with the Library of Congress, retiring in 1956. Vinokouroff died in 1983, a few months after his wife. Their first daughter, Eugenia, died at age 2 and a son, George, born in 1924, committed suicide in his mid-20s. A married daughter, Elena Tidwell, is the surviving family member. [From: Michael Z. Vinokouroff: a profile and enventory of his papers (MS 81) and photographs (PCA 243), L. Martin, PhD., 1986. Located with the collection.]

Scope and Contents Note

Collection spans such subjects as Eastern Siberia, Japan, Russian America, the Russian Orthodox church, Russian emigre life, Russian priests, bishops and clergy, Alaska scenic views, Michael, Anastasia, George, Elena and Eugenia Vinokouroff, Vinokouroff’s associates and friends, Russian authors and literary figures. The collection includes engravings, carte de vistas, postcards, photostats and photographs.

Inventory

BOX 1

1. [Feodor Pashkovskii; half-length portrait in Russian Orthodox clerical robe with cross. San Francisco, 1910?]

2. [Feodor Pashkovskii; half-length portrait in Russian Orthodox clerical robe with ribbon and various badges of office. 1940]

3a-3b. [Feodor Pashkovskii and a group of people including four Russian Orthodox clergy standing outdoors by a stairway with a photographer in foreground. n.d.] Similar views.

4. [Vaslilii Sokolovskii; half-length portrait; later he became Bishop Vladimir.]

5. [Group portrait of Russian Orthodox Church clergy and young boys both sitting and standing with trees in background. Bishop Vladimir Sokolovskii, center, wearing black hat.]
6. [Bishop Nikolai; half-length portrait taken in Simferopol while he was Bishop of Tver and Kashin.] A. Voznesenskii and K. Kniazkov photo.

7. [Group portrait of five men and 13 boys. Bishop Nikolai, center; priest Donskoi, left.]

8. [Bishop Nikolai Ziorov; full front portrait in Russian Orthodox robes and holding a cross.]

9. [Group photo of seven men and 15 boys taken in front of the Bishop's house. Bishop Nikolai Ziorov, center; and Anatolii Kamenskii (?), left.]

10. [Group of Indian men on steps of church, probably members of the. Tlingit St. Michael Brotherhood at Sitka.]

11. [Group portrait of five men; three are identified as: Sergei Kostromitinoff, second from right; Aleksandr Arkhangelskii, far right; and Anatolii Kamenskii (?), seated.]

12. [Priest Donskoi, full-length portrait.]

13. [Priest Shalamov, lying on death bed; his wife seated next to him. Russian caption on back dated 2nd/15th of September 1933. "From the deeply respectful and eternally grateful Shalamovs to Father Arkhierei (rank) Gerasim Schmaltz."

14. [Priest Donskoi; half-length portrait, wearing black gown and hat and a large cross pendant.]

15. [Group Portrait; all standing in front of Bishop's house- Priest Donskoi, standing behind boy with a holy picture; Anatolii Kamenskii (?), to the right, wearing black hat.]

16. [Vitalii Stefanovich Stavitskii, later Bishop Filip; 3/4 length seated portrait.]

17. [3/4 length seated portrait of unidentified priest.] Weitz St. Louis Art Studio, 34 Third Street, San Francisco.

18. Students and priest of Kodiak orphanage [group portrait, seated on steps: Anatolii Kamenskii (?), top row center; Sergei Kostromitinov, top row extreme right.]

19. [Anatolii Kamenskii (?), as a Young priest; half-length seated portrait; wearing dark gown and cross pendant.]

20. Church members in Unalaska [large group in front of church; Bishop Filip, center]. ca. 1916.

22. [Large group standing in front of St. Michael Cathedral. Bishop Filip and Andrew Kashevaroff in front row; men holding flags, paintings, tapestry, cross and a banner "St. Michael Brotherhood." The Merrill Studio, Sitka.]

23. [Andrew Kashevaroff; half-length portrait; wearing dark robe and cross. Russian caption on back: "Priest (Andrew) Kashevaroff, Pastor of the St. Nicholas Church in Juneau".]

24. [Earlier head and shoulders portrait of Andrew Kashevaroff, wearing white shirt and dark suit jacket. Russian caption on back: "from Andrew Kashevaroff".]

25. [Sergei Ionovich Kostromitinoff, George to the Americans; head and shoulders portrait of him as a young man; wearing white shirt with dark vest and jacket.]

26. [Priest Sergei Ionovich Kostromitinoff; full-length portrait; wearing dark robe and cross, holding a black book] ca. 1913.

27. [Sergei Ionovich Kostromitinoff; half-length portrait; wearing medal received from the Tsar of Russia as a reward for buying out St. Michael Cathedral which was heavily in debt.]

28. [Sergei Ionovich Kostromitinoff, priest of St. Michael Cathedral; full-length portrait; wearing formal gown and cape and holding large cross; standing inside cathedral.]

29. [Andrew Petrovich Kashevaroff; full length portrait; high ranking priest dressed in festive outfit, standing in front of the altar of St. Michael Cathedral.] The Merrill Studio, Sitka.

30. [Andrew Petrovich Kashevaroff, right; unidentified priest, left; full length portrait standing in front of altar in St. Michael Cathedral.]

31. To Father Kashevaroff with compliments of C. L. Andrews [wide view of altar in St. Michael Cathedral].

32. [Rare view of icons behind altar doors of St. Michael Cathedral.]


34. [Wide view of altar in St. Michael Cathedral.] The Merrill Studio, Sitka.

35. Bell Tower, St. Michael Cathedral, Sitka, Alaska [bell in tower; water, trees and mountains beyond].

36. [Icon of the "Kazan" Mother of God, St. Michael Cathedral.]

37. [Cross Icon in St. Michael Cathedral.] The Merrill Studio, Sitka.

38. [Interior of St. Michael Cathedral; curved steps leading to white double doors.]
39. [Interior view of St. Michael Cathedral.]

40. [Interior view of St. Michael Cathedral; curved steps leading to white double doors, walls covered with icons]. (no. 681) The Merrill Studio, Sitka

41. [Side view of St. Michael Cathedral.]

42. [Front view of St. Michael Cathedral.]

43. RUSSIAN GREEK CHURCH. ST. MICHAEL IN THE DISTANCE [exterior view of St. Michael; nun in distance on boardwalk; dog lying on boardwalk, right].

44. [Aleksandr Dimitrievich Pustynskii, later Bishop Innokentii; bust portrait; wearing large pendant.] F.H. Nowell Photo, Nome.

45. [Group portrait men, women and children sitting and standing on beach in Sitka. Aleksandr Dimitrievich Pustynskii, top row standing; Andrew Kashevaroff wearing civilian clothes sitting on ground, center.]

46. [Group portrait on lawn in Sitka; Aleksandr Dimitrievich Pustynskii in lighter robe; A. Kashevaroff, left.] ca. 1900

47. [Large group portrait by Bishop's house. Aleksandr Dimitrievich Pustynskii with stick, front, center; Kashevaroff, left; Soboleff (?), back. All men and women wearing ribbons on chest. Two buildings occupied by Andrew Kashevaroff family in background.]

48. [Group of people standing and sitting on snowy ground, young men holding axes; Aleksandr Dimitrievich Pustynskii, left.]

49. [Group of young men; Verstovaia Mountain, Sitka, background; Russian caption "Seminarians from Sitka, 1906."]

50. [Large group portrait; Aleksandr Dimitrievich Pustynskii, center, sitting; Andrew Kashevaroff, without hat, center left, standing; Reverend Antonii and Georgii Chudnovskii, center right.]

51. [Father Mefodii at Nuchek; standing near building; unidentified man, left.]

52. [Peter Dobrovolskii, a Creole priest from Aleutian Islands, full length view.]

53. [Group on steps on St. Michael Cathedral; Bishop Aleksandr; center-]

54. Bishop Aleksandr (Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Nemolovsky) seated, wearing bishop's hat.]
55. [Group portrait of men and boys. Back row, left to right: Priest Ioann Orlov, Priest Aleksandr Kedrovskii, Bishop Innokentii (Pustynskii), Priest Nikolai Rysev (Protoierei), Stefan Repin (later Igumen Sergei) and Leontii Sivtsev, psalm reader. At Unalaska.]

56. [Bishop Innocent, Rev. Antonii, and small group of men in cemetery at Cape Nome.]

57. [Aleksandr Nemolovsky as a young man; full face, head and shoulders portrait.]

58-61. Portraits of Archmandrite/Bishop Amfilokhii (given name Anton Iakolev Vakulskii), ca. 1893-1927. View no. 60 includes the Bishop and his psalm reader, V. Deikar. All portraits in church robes except no. 61 shown in fur parka.

62. [Priest standing in front of a Siberian Iakut dwelling; men, left and right. ca. 1890.]

63. [Group of three clergymen standing among children and adults near the church on Island St. George; man in center may be Bishop Amfilokhii.]

64. [Archmandrite Amfilokhii; full face 3/4 length portrait.] Merrill Photo, Sitka.

65. [Bishop Amfilokhii, standing.]

66. [Peter Kokhanik as a young man; in priests robe, seated.] ca. 1900.

67. [Three priests, seated; left to right, Innokentii Pustynskii, Vasilii Ivanov Bellavin (later became Bishop Tikhon Bellavin) and Rafael Hawaweeny.]

68. [Priest Aleksandr Kedrovskii with wife and three young children outside church at Belkofsky (Alaska).]

69. [Group portrait of three priests; left to right, Aleksandr Kedrovskii, Bishop Tikhon Bellavin and Petr Popov; at Unalaska.]

70. [Head to waist portrait of unidentified man.]

71. [Three bishops, seated beside house; left to right, Bishop Rafael, Bishop Platon and Bishop Aleksandr.]

72. [Three clergy, left to right, Ioann Soboleff, Hieromonk Seraphim Samoilovich and Andrew Kashevaroff; at Killisnoo, Alaska.] Vincent Soboleff Photo. Dark image.

73. [Priest Petr Kashevarov in Belkovski] [man seated; full length portrait.]

74. [Priest Moisel Salamatov at Belkovski; head and shoulders portrait; full beard.]

75. [Full face, 3/4 length portrait of young man seated at a desk.]

76. [Ivan Dabovich (later Father Sevastian); full face, head and shoulders portrait; bearded and wearing glasses.] Taber Photo, San Francisco.
77. [Group portrait of six young men, students at a St. Petersburg school; given to L.P. Kashevarov from G.I. Smirnov in 1903.] I. Ger Photo, St. Petersburg.

78. [Group portrait with Bishop Tikhon Bellavin, seated; Sergei Kostromitinoff, second from left; Petr Popov, second from right. See also PCA 297-16 for names.]

79. [Group portrait of seven men; left to right, seated: Ivan Semenovich Semonov, Father Aleksandr Martyshev and Iosif Rogers; standing: Timofei Fedorovich Demidov, InnokentiiPerfilievich Chechenev, Vasilii Balashev and Vasilii Alekseevich Chechenev; at Kodiak, 1892 (?).]

80. [Rev. Soboleff of Killisnoo and Indian Brotherhood; group portrait.]

81. [Father Ieromonk Mefodii, left, catechizer Simeon Kakvaim and wife; seated at small table; woman in white gown and veil.]

82. [Archmandrite Sebastian Dabovich reading; 3/4 length portrait.]


Baptized by Fr. Kyrill (Hieromonk Kyrill) in the ship's chapel on board the Russian Imperial warship "Bogatyr" which was anchored in San Francisco bay in support of President Lincoln during the civil war. Died 1940 in Zilich Serbia and buried in the Zilich monastery by Bishop Nicholai Velimiromovich (later St Nicholai Velimiromovich)

- 1887 Jovan Dabovich was tonsured a monk of the Russian Orthodox Church making him the first American born monk and renamed "Sebatian"
- 1887 Brother Sebastian was tonsured a deacon
- 1892 Fr Sebastian was ordained a priest making him a hieromonk
- 1894 Fr Sebastian blessed the first Serbian Orthodox church in America, St Sava, in Jackson CA

It is worth noting that that Fr. Sebastian founded many orthodox churches in the west, midwest and Montana and Alaska. On his tombstone was written "The first American Serbian Orthodox Apostle"

Archmandrite Sebastian Dabovich was disinterred from his resting place in Serbia in August 2007. He was transported to Jackson California where he was again laid to rest in the church of St Sava which he founded back in 1894. He is considered a candidate for canonization <sainthood>)

83. [Icon in color on cover of a 1900 Russian periodical.]
84. [Unidentified clergyman seated at desk; full white beard.]
85. [Unidentified clergyman seated at desk; full white beard; wearing bishop's (?) hat.]
86. [Father Aleksandr Kedrovskii and family; full length group portrait; priest at Unalaska.]
87. [Priest A. Iaroshevich, seated; holding gospel; wearing robe.]
88. [Full face, 112 length portrait of Priest A. Iaroshevich; dressed in black suit.] Winter and Pond Photo.
89. [Wedding party at St. Paul, 1913; Priest Ioann Orlov, left with bride and groom -- Olga Orlov and Nikolai Kozlov -- center, front.]
90. [Group of five men at Seldovia in 1900; identified, left to right: William Bayoy, Anisim Alexandrovich, Rev. John Pernosky, Fumin Romanovich and Yackoloff (sic).]
91. Group of twelve men at Unalaska (?) seated on church steps; seven are identified as: back row, left to right, Priest Aleksandr Kedrovskii, Bishop Nikolai Ziorov, Priest Nikolai Rysev; middle row, third from left: Semen Alfreevich Milovidov, middle row, on right: Ivan Diakonov; front row, far right: Spiridonov.]
92. [Cameo, 112 length portrait of the wife of Matushka Iaroshevich.]
93. [Full length, full face portrait of Priest Ioann Bortnovskii, first priest at St. Nicholas church, Juneau.]
94. [Group portrait of three men and one woman; man on extreme right is Priest Aleksandr Kedrovskii; Mrs. Kedrovskii is seated; Jan. 1895.] Eichenberger Bros. Photo, San Francisco.
95. [Sisint [sic] King and his wife Zoia Aleksandrovna Petelin in Unga; couple seated on ground with dog.]
96. [Sisint [sic] Romanovich (Robertovich) King in Valdez, 1908; full face 112 length portrait.]
97. [Group portrait of women and children from the Unalaska church; three women are identified: No. 1: wife of Semen Alfreevich Milovidov, i4atrona; No. 2: Matushka Kedrovskii and No. 3: Natalia, wife of Ivan Olgin.]
98. [Princess [full length, full face portrait of a seated woman; mounted photograph.]
99. [Students of the Herman orphanage, Kodiak Island with supervisor Nikolai Romanovich Fomin; group portrait.] ca. 1906. Faint image.
100. [Informal group portrait of six people, identified as: left to right: Father Tikhon, Great Princess Maria Pavlovna, Father Mikhail Lototskii, Princess Golitzin and Mr. and Mrs. Toluteev. Los Angeles, Dec. 30, 1928.]

101. [Priest Tikhon Lavrishchev; full face, 112 length portrait.] Winter and Pond Photo

102. [Bishop Nestor Zass; head and shoulders, full face portrait.] Lithograph.

103. [Four men in front of log house, probably in Siberia.] Faded image.

104. Visiting dignitaries -- Episcopal convention, Portland Ore., Sept 6, 1922 [nine men on steps of building; six in clerical garb].

105. [Constantine Sorokovikov; man seated beside house; photograph sent to his aunt Natalia Olgin on Sept. 18, 1900 from Seldovia.] Faded image.

106. [Unidentified priest, seated, holding gospel.]

107. [Ieromonk Iakov Iaikulich, Jacobs Creek, Pennsylvania; full face, 112 length portrait of a priest.]

108. Semen Alfeevich Milovidov; full face, head and shoulders portrait.] Edouart Photo.

109. [Group of Unalaska school children and three men, ca. 1900; man on right is Petr Popov with Priest Aleksandr Kedrovskii, second from right.] Faded, torn image.

110. [Altar gates at St. Michael Cathedral, Sitka.]

111. [Large group of children with clergymen in second row; Bishop Nikolai Ziorov in center; not Alaskan setting.] Faded image.

112. [Ivan Olgin, ca. 1890; full face 3/4 length portrait.]

113. [Group portrait of women and children taken in Unga about 1887; Identification is, left to right; back row: Irina Olgin holding Maria Foster, Irina Olgin (mother of Nikolai Olgin), Olga Foster holding son Vasilii, Pelagia Reed (daughter of Nikolai Olgin, Maria Cashel, Agnia and Sarah Cashel; front row, left to right: Andrei Gusev, Edouard Cashel, Aleksei Olgin, Sisint [sic] King, Anna Foster, and Maria Gusev; boy on far right not identified.] Fading image.

114. [Four men, seated; front row: Serapion Petelin; back row (I to r): unidentified, Ivan Olgin, Aleksandr Shaiashnikov; in Unalaska]

115. [Petr Ponamarkov, Sitka, Alaska, ca. 1890; full face, full length portrait.] Alberstone Photo, Sitka.

116. [Sergei (George) Kostromitinoff, Sitka, 1889; full face, full length portrait, wearing fur parka and boots, holding snowshoes.] Edward De Groff Photo.
117. [Full face, full length portrait of a man and woman; no identification.] Tintype, dark image.

118. [Large group of people on a boat, no identification.]

119. [Group of people, including sailors, on the dock at Kodiak Island.] Cyanotype image.

120. [Priest Gerasim Schmaltz, Ouzinkie 1945; full face, 11/2 length portrait.]

121. Hiermonk Gerasim Schmaltz, Kodiak, 1957 [full face, 3/4 length portrait].

122. [Group of people in and near a small boat on far side of lake; not in Alaska.]

123. Interior, Russian church, Kodiak, Alaska, 1898 [altar area].

124. [Painting of Madonna and child.]

125. [Five men on porch of Russian Mission church on the Yukon River.] Blurred image.

126. [Group of clergyman outside a church.]

127. [Small snapshot of a clergyman standing by a window; inscription on verso reads "Your brother at Kodiak." ]

128. Archimandrite Luka at the Monastery [man seated under a tree].

129. Tundra Russian Church [built in 1935; group of people next to church].


131. [Group of men, including three clergy men, on beach at Killisnoo; clergymen identified as: Ioann Soboleff, left, with light beard; Bishop Innokentii Pustynskii, center, dark beard, and Rev. Antony, right.]

132. [Members of St. Michael Brotherhood in front of St. Michael's in Sitka; Christmas greetings from P.J. Kostromitinoff and family.]

133. [Bishop Filip in Unalaska, 1917; group of men, women and children next to the Unalaska church; Bishop Filip, center, with Protoierei Dimitri Khotovishkii, left center; Priest Grigorii Kochergin, right center; and Aleksei Iachmenev to the right of Kochergin.]

134. First pastoral meeting in Kanada [Canada] N-10 [group of twelve clergy men; Bishop Platon, center, front row.]

135. Abbot Chariton of Valaam [full face full length portrait].

136. [Group of clergymen in front of St. Michael's with Bishop Filip Stavitiskii, center, priest Andrew Kashevaroff, right, front row.] Merrill Photo.

137. [Group of people -- St. Michael's Brotherhood -- with clergymen in front of St. Michael's in Sitka.]

138. [Young clergyman; may be Metropolitan Platon as a young man.]

139. Bishop Amvrossii Merejko, Sitka, Alaska, 1965 [right profile, ¾ length portrait].

140. [Semen Alteevich Liamovladav or Memovladov (?), center; his wife Matrona, left and daughter, Mariia, right; all three are seated.]

141. [Group portrait of Unalaska Russian Orthodox congregation at the time of Bishop Tikhon's visit; Bishop in center of back, Priest Vasilii Shishkin, third from right; Petr Popov second from right and Aleksandr Kedrovskii, third from left.] Faded image.

142. [Head and shoulders, full face portrait of Metropolitan Platon Rozhdevsky.]

143. [Metropolitan Innokentii (1797-1879); full face, 3/4 length portrait.]

144. [Small log cabin in the woods on Spruce Island; Father Nikita Marchenko lived there in 1880's-1890's.]

145. [Group portrait of four men; Archbishop Nicholas of Japan second from right; Bishop Seigruv Staragorodski, far right.]

146. [Bishop Anatolii Kamenskii, full face, 3/4 length portrait.] Lithographic image.

147. [Hierdeacon Elias Shchookin, Spruce Island; full face, 112 length portrait.] The Philip Studio, New Haven, Conn.

148. [Elias Shchookin; right profile silhouette -- black figure on white paper.]

149. [Four men standing behind an airplane motor part; Elias Shchookin is third from left.]

150. [Elias Shchookin and mother; full length informal portrait.] Faded and torn image.

151. Two cycle airplane motor [photograph of a sketch].

152. [Woman in hospital bed -- mother of Elias Shchookin.]

153. St. George Island [ice and Shoreline]. Similar views.

154. St. George Island [sunset].
160. PENQUIN [boat off shore of St. George Island].

161. St. George Island [overall view of village]. Similar views.

162. [Russian Orthodox Church, St. George Island, exterior view.]

163. Archimandrite Theodosius [leading services at St. George Island church].

164. [Priest’s home, St. George Island; exterior view.]

165. Archimandrite Theodosius on beach at St. George Island.] Similar views.

166. Archimandrite Theodosius and Mr. Christopher leaving for St. Paul; village people in background.]

167. Archimandrite Theodosius on slope above village of St. George.]

168. Silhouette-like image of Archimandrite Theodosius on St. George Island]

169. Fox beside wooden sidewalk, St. George Island.]

170. Distant view of white fox, St. George Island.] Blurred image.

171. Fox near large rock on grassy slope, St. George Island.]

172. Mound of 826 fox pelts, St. George Island.]

173. Black fox seated on snowy ground, St. George Island.]

174. White fox on rocky ledge, St. George Island.]

175. Seal on rocky beach, St. George Island.]

176. Baby seal on ground near buildings, St. George Island.]

177. Group of seals on rocky ground, St. George Island.]

BOX 2

2-1. Interior of Killisnoo Russian Orthodox Church.] Faded image.

2-2. [Three people kneeling at altar of church.] Dark image.

2-3. Russian Church, Hoonah, Alaska [exterior view].
2-4. Peter Zoisenko [priest at Killisnoo standing on porch of Killisnoo church].

2-5. Rev. B. Avisetoff [full face, head and shoulders view].

2-6. Russian Priest's Residence, Nushagak; Vasilii Kajhevonov [center, on porch, with unidentified woman and man].

2-7. Nushagak [exterior of church on hill; three men and a child in foreground]. Thwaites Photo.

2-8. Russian Church, Nushagak, Alaska [altar of church]. Thwaites Photo.

2-9. [Altar of Nushagak Russian church.]

2-10. [Exterior view of Seldovia Russian Orthodox Church.]

2-11a. [Unidentified cemetery with several Russian Orthodox crosses.]

2-11b. Similar views.

2-12. Church at Afognak [exterior view; priest at far right].

2-13. [Exterior of Kenai Russian Orthodox Church.] Fading image.

2-14. Bay and Ouzinkie, Alaska [snow on ground and roof tops; ship in bay]. (no. 55)

2-15 Russian Church, Seldovia, Alaska [exterior view]. (no. G1287) P.S. Hunt Photo

2-16. Old church, Atka Island, Aleutian chain [exterior view]. (no. 38)

2-17. Russian Church, Wood Id., Alaska [exterior view of church; cemetery, foreground; houses on left]. (no. 115).


2-19. St. Michael's Orthodox Church, Cordova, Alaska [exterior view; small group of people at front door].

2-20. St. Michael's Orthodox Church, Cordova, Alaska [interior view; priest at altar].

2-21. The dedication of Orthodox Catholic Church at Cordova, October 14, 1925 [those identified in group: Priest-Rector Rev. Tikhon Lavrischeff (a), W. A. Cauden (?) (b), Will Chase (c) and Mr. Mozee (d)].

2-22. [Abbot Herman at the door of a small cabin, Spruce Island.] Colored print.

2-23. [Religious procession, Afognak; priest, right, is Vasilii Kashevaroff.] Faded image.

2-25. Interior Greek church, Unalaska [church altar].

2-26a. [Exterior view of Church of St. Savva of Serbia (Orthodox) in Douglas.]

2-26b. [Interior view of Church of St. Savva of Serbia (Orthodox) in Douglas.]

2-27. [Residence and school house, Unalaska; exterior view of three buildings.]

2-28. Unalaska, Alaska [overall view showing Russian Orthodox Church and other buildings]. Thwaites Photo.


2-30. Russian Church - Juneau, Alaska [exterior view with priest Petr Orlov beside front door]. Winter and Pond Photo.

2-31. [Exterior view of St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church, Juneau and three adjacent buildings.]

2-32. [Exterior view of St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church, Juneau and adjacent building, right-]

2-33. Inside view... St. Nicholas in Juneau with priest Aleksandr Iaroshevich, former pastor [at the altar]. (no. 417) Winter and Pond Photo.

2-34. Russian Orthodox Church Society, Juneau and Hoonah. May 5, 1924 [large group of adults and children, including Father Kashevaroff, beside entrance to the church]. Winter and Pond Photo.

2-35. [Altar of unidentified church decorated for Christmas.]

2-36. [Altar of unidentified church.]

2-37. Juneau Church [altar of St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church].

2-38. Students of the Sunday School with [Father] Andrew Petrovich Kashevaroff [standing at entrance to St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church, Juneau].

2-39. [Log Cabin Church, Juneau; exterior view with people on and near porch.]

2-40. [Overall view of Kodiak with cemetery in foreground.]

2-41. St. Nickulai at Quigluk [near Bethel; exterior view].
2-42. Church at Tatitlek, Prince William Sound [exterior view with man on porch].

2-43. Greek Church at Unalaska, Alaska [exterior view]. Nowell Photo. Tinted postcard.

2-44. [Ship at anchor; buildings, right; hilly terrain.] Fading image.

2-45. Chapel at Yakutat [exterior view of small wooden building with cross on roof].

2-46. Transfiguration Village on Copper Island [overall view with hill in background]. Torn edges.

2-47. [Transfiguration Village on Copper Island; view from slope above, with harbor and ocean beyond.]  

2-48. [Distant view of Transfiguration Village, left, with water and mountains, Center and right.] Torn edges.

2-49. [Nikolski Village on Bering Island; overall view.]


2-52. Interior, Russian Church -- Kodiak, Alaska [church altar].

2-53 -54. [Altar of Kodiak Russian Orthodox Church.] Similar views.

2-55. Russian Church, Kodiak, Alaska, 1898 [interior, looking toward altar]. (no. 62)

2-56. [Exterior view of Kodiak Russian Orthodox Church.]


2-58. Russian Church -- Kodiak, Alaska. Established 1794 [front of church behind gate].

2-59. [Exterior view of Russian Church at Kodiak with congregation on steps and in yard.] Similar views.

2-60. Russian Church, Kodiak, Alaska [exterior view; two men in yard]. (no. 164) The Photocraft, Cordova.

2-61. [Religious (?) image on a flat surface.]

2-62. [Kodiak, from Near Island; man seated, left.] Faded image.

2-63. West Side, Kodiak [houses with hills beyond].
2-65. [Kodiak from Near Island; Russian Orthodox Church, right.]

2-66. [Kodiak harbor with Near Island in the foreground.]

2-67. [Russian Orthodox Church, Kodiak, exterior view with people in yard.]

2-68. Russian Church Kodiak, Alaska [church altar.]

2-69a. [Framed icons on church wall.]

2-69b. [Close-up of icons (?) on church wall.]

2-70a. Kodiak, Alaska [overall view, looking toward harbor]. Similar views.

2-70b. Kodiak, Alaska [houses, foreground, with harbor beyond].

2-71. [St. Michael's Cathedral, Sitka; exterior view with people on steps and sidewalk.] Faded image.

2-72. [Sitka from Castle Hill.]

2-73. Monument marking site, First Russian Church of Sitka, built about 1810. C. L. Andrews Photo.

2-74. [Close-up of bell with a large crack. Russian lettering near bottom.]


2-76. [Baranof Castle and barracks.]

2-77. [View of Baranof Castle from the water.] Faded image.

2-78. [Russian Blockhouse, Sitka; photo of man's head glued to photo at left.]


2-81. [Baranof Castle and barracks; four people, foreground.] Merrill Photo, Sitka.

2-82. Block House, Sitka, Alaska [front view]. (no. 193)

2-83. [Lincoln Street, Sitka with St. Michael's in background.]

2-84. [Sheldon Jackson School along beach in Sitka.]
2-86. Islands of Sitka Sound ... Labor Day 1940.
2-87. [Sitka from the water; Lincoln Street, right.] Merrill Photo.
2-88. [Gate with sign: RUSSIAN CEMETERY; grave stones in grassy area beyond.]
2-89. [Graves of Russian men who died in 1804 battle with Sitka Indians.]
2-90. Russian Affairs Club House ... Sitka [exterior view]. Merrill Photo.
2-91. [Small cannon with inscription: 1726 Baranof's Pushka; in Sitka.]
2-92. [Sitka from the water; Castle Hill, right.] Merrill Photo.
2-93. Indian River, Sitka, Alaska [foot-bridge; center to right]. (no. 216) W.H. Case Photo.
2-94. [Building in Sitka (?)]. [Old Russian Sawmill in Sitka; description from Alaska’s Digital Archives photograph, Feb. 2016]
2-95. [Presbyterian Church, right, and surrounding buildings--Sitka.]
2-96. [Buildings along Crescent Bay, Sitka.]
2-97. [Sitka building, exterior view; wooden tower, left; sign on building: Free Reading Room, Come In, You Are Welcome]
2-98. [Wooden walk, center, buildings, left; Sitka Sound and mountains beyond.]
2-100. St. Michael's Cathedral, Sitka Alaska [exterior and interior views]. Tinted postcard with message on verso.
2-101. Sheldon Jackson Museum [exterior view].
2-102. [Aerial view of Sitka and Sitka Sound.] Similar views.
2-103. 2-104. [Exterior view of Baranof Castle, Sitka.]
2-105. The old Baranoff [Baranof] Castle burning [building engulfed in flames].
2-106. [Sitka from the water; Castle Hill, left.]
2-107. [Sitka Trading Post, exterior view.]
2-108. [Pioneer's Home, Sitka and waterfront, 1940.]
2-109. [Castle Hill, Sitka, and adjacent buildings, 1940.]

2-110 [People near dock, Sitka; 1940.] Similar views.

2-111. The Millmore, Sitka [exterior view of two story building].


2-113. [Sitka from the water; St. Michael's Cathedral, right.] Faded image.

2-114. Princess Parade, Anchorage, Alaska [women in cars, left; marching group of men, center; people on either side of street]. Logeanany Photo.

2-115. [Dog race, Fairbanks; crowd watching a dog team.]

2-116. [Three children at Hoonah, "Snail House" left, foreground. May 1940 [children in street with buildings on either side].

2-117. Court House, Juneau [exterior view]. LHP Photo.

2-118. King Cove, Alaska [aerial view]. (no. 4) Fred Ounstone Photo.

2-119. [Overall view of Seldovia.] Fading image. Postcard; message on verso.

2-120. Seward, Alaska [overall view].


2-122. House at Waterfront, Valdez, Alaska [man in doorway of small house].


2-126. [Eskimo man, full face, 1/4 length portrait.]

2-127. [Two men sawing logs.] Faint image; Russian inscription on verso.

2-128. People in open boat.] Faint image, Russian inscription on verso.
2-130. [Eight baidarkas with three men in each.] Fading image.
2-131. [Aleut (?) women weaving baskets; grassy hillside behind them.]
2-132. Alaska Aleut Bydarka [baidarka] [three men in a baidarka, choppy water].
2-133. [Three totems in grove of trees].
2-134. Lincoln Totem Pole . . . Sitka.
2-136. [Totem pole with trees behind it.]
2-137. [Eight men displaying an octopus, each holding a tentacle.]
2-138. Grandfather and Fishermen in Killisnoo [group of seven displaying three large halibut].
2-139. [Unidentified ship aground with second ship nearby.]
2-140. S.S. ALASKA [port view]. Schallerer Photo.
2-141. Diamond N.N. Cannery, South Naknek, Bristol Bay [man, right near shore; boats, foreground; cannery beyond]. (no. 13) Hewitt's Photo.
2-142. Salmon's Last Round-up [line of fish on a conveyer; building beyond]. (no. 1) Hewitt's Photo.
2-143. Bristol Bay Fishing Fleet [several boats with sails; cloudy sky]. (no. 15) Hewitt's Photo.
2-144. Here's to Alaska [poem by Pat O'Cotter in center, framed by collage of Alaskan views].
2-145. [Illustrated poem by Pat O'Cotter].
2-146. Midnight Sun on the Tanana River, Alaska [sun reflected in river]. Alaska Shop Photo.
2-147. "Sunset" -- Inside Passage to Alaska [sun reflected on water; ship in distance]. Alaska Shop Photo.
2-148. [House and smaller building behind fence; snow on ground.]
2-149. [Small house behind fence.]
2-150. [Man near post in fish trap
2-151. [Boat approaching a dock.] One corner of photo missing.
2-152. [Sand] dunes on Bering Island.

2-154. [Wooden house in grove of trees.]

2-155. [Unidentified school (?) building, snow on ground.]

2-156. [Snow covered mountains beyond body of water.] Fading image. Russian inscription on verso.

2-157. [Mountain peaks beyond snow covered ground.] Russian inscription on verso.

2-158. [Log cabin in woods; snow covered ground; sled dogs, foreground.] Message on verso in Russian written July 5, 1938.

2-159. [Boy beside small wooden building; Roman cross on roof.]

2-160. [Christmas card, with photo of Sitka, sent by Lucy and Robert Stay.]

2-161. [Unidentified settlement on beach.] Faded image.

2-162. [Scenic of Sitka Sound (?).]

2-163. Sunset, Kenai River [sun reflected on water; boat, left].

2-164. Sunset in Alaska Waters [mountains beyond water].

2-165. Kenai Lake [at sunset].

2-166. Cape and Mt. St. Elias, Alaska [rocky formations on left and right].

2-167. [Mountains reflected in water.] Faded image. Russian inscription on verso.

2-168. [Four men, seated; left to right: H. McIntyre (formerly Treasury agent), Capt. M.C. Erskine, Professor George Davidson and Capt. Gustave Niebaum; at Alaska Commercial Company's office, San Francisco, 1904.]

2-169. [Group portrait of four men aboard the ST. PAUL; left to right, first row: Capt. Wilson and Capt. M.C. Erskine; back row: Lox Cox and Fred Sargent; at Kodiak.] ca. 1888

2-170. Takov Grigorievich Erikalov (husband of Anna Pesbriakov) [full face 112 length portrait].

2-171. [Full face 112 length portrait of an unidentified man.]

2-172. [Mrs. Sokoloff, seated, with young child standing; full length portrait.] Reuben Albertstone and Co. Photo, Sitka.
2-173. [Unidentified Russian military officer.] Carte-de-visite size.

2-174. [Unidentified man seated beside a table; full face, 3/4 length portrait.] James Pitt Photo, London.

2-175. Katerina Laulida [full face, full length portrait]. Carte-de-visite size.

2-176. Anna Loganida [full face, full length portrait]. Carte-de-visite size. L. Cluver Photo.

2-177. Russian housemaid of Protohier (High Priest) Vichtomon [full face 112 length portrait]. Carte-de-visite size. James Shew Photo, San Francisco.

2-178. Lavrentii Druzhinin [full face, full length portrait of a young man]. Carte-de-visite size. J.A. Winberg Photo, San Francisco.

2-179. [Three clergymen in an open boat; mountains in background.]

2-180. Fr. Vasilii Kashevarov with Mother [young girl standing between them]. Inscription in Russian on photograph.


2-182. [Three men, two are seated, two are in sailor uniforms.] 1909 Alaska-Yukon Pacific Exposition postcard.

2-183. Aleksandra Kashevaroff... wife of Fr. Filipp Kashevaroff [full face, full length portrait]. Fading image.

2-184. [Unidentified man; full face, 112 length portrait.]

2-185. [Right profile, 1/4 length portrait of two unidentified men; both are shirtless.] Faded image.

2-186. Admiral Lutke, 1797-1882, [full face, 1/2 length portrait]. Negative image.

2-187. [Unidentified group of people in decorated room.] Faded image.

2-188. Mrs. (Katherine) Andrew Grosvold, Sand Point, Alaska [full face, full length portrait of a woman, seated].


2-190. Ouzinkie, May 1939 [priest with group of men, one boy].

2-191. Father Gerasim Schmaltz home, Spruce Island [Alaska; exterior view; church, left].
2-192. Fr. Elias Shchookin [standing near open door; full face, full length informal portrait].
   Lines on image.

2-193a [Father Elias Shchookin standing in yard; full length view.]
   -193b. Similar views.

2-194a. [Father Elias Shchookin standing beside building.]

2-194b. [Father Elias Shchookin standing beside building; close-up view.]

2-195. [Father Elias Shchookin standing on porch.] Similar views.
   -196.

2-197. [Unidentified clergyman standing beside a tree.] Similar views.
   -198. Blurred images.

2-199. [Unidentified clergyman standing behind a low fence.]

2-200. [Distant view of unidentified clergyman standing under a tree.] Blurred image.

2-201. [Far distant view of a posted sign of homesteading at Ouzinkie (?).] Blurry image.


2-203. [Unidentified clergyman seated on log, holding dog; Spruce Island]

2-204. Father Gerasim Schmaltz standing on beach near water, Spruce Island.] Inscription in Russian on verso.

2-205. First monument at Spruce Island [small wooden structure with Russian Orthodox cross on roof].

2-206. Chapel at Spruce Island [exterior view.].

2-207. [Tent, center, with partly built structure behind; Spruce Island

2-208. [Chapel at Spruce Island; early photograph of chapel attached to photograph of remodeled chapel.]

2-209. People on ship going to Spruce Island.] Similar views. M. Z. Vinokourov's 1940 Alaskan
   -215. trip.

2-216. Approaching Spruce Island; building on beach, center.] Similar views. M.Z. Vinokourov's 1940 Alaskan trip.
2-220. [Man beside cabin; houses, left and right.] Blurry image.

2-221. [Man working with hides (?).]

2-222. [Woman milking cow; calf, center; fence and barabara, background.]

2-223. [Calf chained to fence; spiked guard on mouth.]

2-224. [Coffins (?) on wooden platforms; flat grassy area.]

2-225. Indian Church, Sitka, 1868 [sketch of church and nearby blockhouse]. Negative image.


2-227. Raymond A. Agricola, 1940's [standing on rocky beach.]


2-229. M.Z. Vinokouroff and Basil M. Bensin, 1958 [standing beside a building.]

2-230. [Basil M. Bensin's 1963 Christmas card with his picture on it.] Russian inscription on verso.

2-231 [Mrs. and Mrs. Nicholas W. All seated on couch, 1958.] Colored print.


2-234. Adam Shimanskii [full face, head and shoulders portrait; wearing glasses; has mustache and thin beard]. Lithographic image.

2-235. Leo Tolstoy, 1828-1910 [left profile, 1/4 length portrait of the Russian writer]. Lithographic image.

2-236. I.S. Turgeniev, 1818-1883 [full face, 1/4 length portrait of the Russian writer]. Lithographic image.


2-238. Bishop Alexandr Panteleev, Sitka [playing organ].

2-239. Bishop Alexandr Panteleev [holding book].

2-240. Bishop Alexandr Panteleev Ecenter; Russian Orthodox church, left.
2-241. John J. Chepelev [full face, 1/2 length portrait; wearing clerical collar].

2-242. John J. Chepelev [full face, 3/4 length portrait; seated, wearing clerical collar].

2-243. Stephan Ignatiev Burdykov, 1927 [and unidentified man]. Dolga Photo, Meriden, Conn.

2-244. Stephan Ignatiev Burdykov, 1927 [wearing clerical collar].

2-245. Rev. Tikhon I. Lavrischeff, July 1927 [full face, head and shoulders portrait].

2-246. [Religious picture, with message in Russian, on small card.]

2-247. [Nativity scene, with message in Russian, on small card.]

BOX 3

Folder 1 Alaska (Ter.) Museum and Father Kashavaroff (album)
Portraits of Father Kashevaroff
Interior and exterior views of Alaska Historical Museum
Alaska native art and artifacts in the museum

Folder 2 Russian Church - not in Alaska
Russian Orthodox Church gathering in USA. or Canada
Russian Orthodox Church/Seminaries in San Francisco and Minneapolis

Folder 3 Reproductions of Russian clergymen and other people associated with Alaska.

BOX 4

Folder 1 Work on the Russian Orthodox Church Alaska records in New York and Wash., D.C.

1. [View of front of Russian St. Nicholas Cathedral, New York City.]

2. [Interior view of The Russian St. Nicholas Cathedral-]


5. [Michael Vinokouroff (sitting) and Rev. Kedroff (standing) examining shelves of Alaska records in cathedral basement.]

6-7. [Michael Vinokouroff examining stacks of records in cathedral basement.]

8. [Michael Vinokouroff in corner of the cathedral basement amidst records in disarray.]
9-10. [Two men transferring records through window on roof of Library of Congress.]

11. [View from interior of man framed in window of Library of Congress (?) during records transfer.]


16. [Front view of the Library of Congress.]

17. [Michael Vinokouroff with co-workers at Library of Congress.]

Folder 2 Photographs with his co-workers.

Folder 3 Photographs of the Library of Congress (building).

Folder 4 Photographs of Library of Congress personnel and associates (groups).

Folder 5 Photographs of Library of Congress personnel and associates (indiv.) Some identified.

Folder 6 Photographs of friends (groups) USA.

Folder 7 Photographs of friends (indiv.) USA.

Folder 8 Photographs: Group photo of the Kedrov Chorus stamped Russian Center of Chicago; Russkii Klub "Znanie", Chicago, 1917 [Knowledge-Russian Club] Portraits of officers and members.

Folder 9 Photographs of friends: Kornosevich, Romwold (poet), Voronzovsky, V. (poet) 1925.

Folder 10 Photographs of Waldemar Jochelson and family.

BOX 5

Folder 1

1. Archpriest Zinovii Geogievich Vinokouroff in robes, wife Paraskeva, and sons Michael sitting, and Tikhon and Innokentii standing.] Oversize with similar view on verso and also individual portraits made from this group photo lb-e.

2. [Archpriest Zinovii Geogievich Vinokouroff in robes sitting at desk. ca. 1883.] Oversize rendering in chalk.

3a. [Archpriest Zinovii Vinokouroff in robes with wife sitting in formal portrait.] Oversize.

3b. [Portrait of the three sons of Zinovii Vinokouroff-I
Folder 2

4. [Group portrait: back row standing left to right, Z.G. Vinokouroff and brothers Alexander and Ioann with their wives sitting in front. Siberia.]

5. [Group portrait: Innokentii in robes at left, Tikhon Vinokouroff, Michael Vinokouroff, unidentified woman and child.] Note: brothers of M. Vinokouroff in Siberia.

6. [Group portrait: standing left to right, Tikhon, Innokentii's wife, unknown man; sitting is Tikhon's wife, Innokentii, unknown man and woman.]

7a. [Innokentii in clerical robes at music stand before a group of men and women including Michael Z. Vinokouroff as a youth standing second from right.]

7b. [Innokentii sitting in group with small table in front of him and M.Z. Vinkouroff in back row on left.] Oversize.

Folder 3

8. [Portrait of Tikhon, wife and child.]

9. [Portrait of Tikhon and child.]

10. [Tikhon standing by baby carriage with his wife in outdoors view.]

11. [Tikhon's wife, child, and girl sitting on porch of a log house in Siberia.]


13. [Tikhon in white shirt and tie sitting with a group at a picnic. 1926.] Inscription on verso.

14. [Portrait of Tikhon and friend in uniform. 1911.] 1 Inscription on verso.

15. [Portrait of man with mustache. 1925?] Note: man is the one with Tikhon in 14.

16a. [Innokentii Vinokouroff as a youth.]

16b. [Portrait of Innokentii Vinokouroff sitting in chair with ornate backdrop. ca. 1910.]

17. [Daughter of Innokentii standing by a branch railing.]

Folder 4

18. [Michael Z. Vinokouroff as a youth; one view in uniform.] a-b. poor condition.

19. [Young Michael Z. Vinokouroff sitting with dog and friend by tree.]
20. [M.Z. Vinokouroff with long hair and dark student robe?]


25. [Portraits of M.Z. Vinokouroff as scholar with lamp; artist with palette; fur cap and coat with lighted candle in bottle. ca. 1930.] Three views a-c, see oversize for b-c.


32. [Artist's sketches of M.Z. Vinokouroff]

33-34. [Portraits of M.Z. Vinokouroff with white beard. 1960's] Also oversize.


36. [Portraits of M.Z. Vinokouroff.] (2 views, a-b.)

37. [Portrait of M.Z. Vinokouroff standing by trees or leaning on rock.]

38. [Artist renderings of M. Z. Vinokouroff with white beard 1960's.] Signed with his pseudonym M. V. Tayozhnik. See also oversize originals in chalk (3 views, a-c).


41. [M.Z. Vinokouroff sitting on rock ledge with another man.]

42. [M.Z. Vinokouroff outside his home and other informal snapshots.] a-e colored.


Folder 5

45. [Anastasia Vinokouroff wearing Russian folk outfit.]

46. [Anastasia Vinokouroff wearing fur trim hat and coat.] Si Takanashi, Japanese photographer.

47. [Portrait of Anastasia Vinokouroff wearing glasses.]

48. [Anastasia Vinokouroff and friend on porch.] a-c.

49. [Anastasia Vinokouroff and son George in classroom.]

50. [Anastasia Vinokouroff portrait in photo-mat photos.]

51. [Anastasia Vinokouroff] a-k various views, poor copy.

52. [Anastasia Vinokouroff wearing dress and hat.] Tin-type.

53. [Anastasia and M.Z. Vinokouroff with baby in carriage.] Tin-type.

Folder 6

54. [Michael and Anastasia Vinokouroff with children, George and Elena.]


Folder 7. Vinokouroff children.

Folder 8. M.Z. Vinokouroff, friends, relatives and granddaughter (daughter of Elena)


Folder 10. Residences of the Vinokouroff's and miscellaneous views.

BOX 6

Folder 1. Siberia/Kamchatka group views, portraits and general views.

Folder 2. Postcards of Siberia. Some with messages and card packets on Yakutia; On the River Lena; Madgan (Eastern Siberia).

Folder 3. Portraits of Yakuts/Siberia friends and other people.


Folder 5. Postcards with messages. Mostly Russian cards.
Folder 6. Postcards without messages. Includes packets of cards on Ostankino and miscellaneous.


Folder 8. Engravings, photostats and pictures of explorers, church officials and icons. Icons include: St. Mark, St. Herman, St. Innocent of Irkutsk and three cloth icons from M.Z. Vinokouroff’s chapel.

Folder 9. Carte-de-viste portraits, photostats and pictures of Russian literary figures.

Folder 10. 2007 Additions from St. Herman’s Church


432. [Same as above]


PCA 243 Extra Oversize

Located in PCA/Panoramas X-Oversize Map Case in Vault

PCA 243 Box 2: 243-2-208a

PCA 243 Box 4: 243-4-164a

PCA 243 Box 5:
243-5-1a copies 1, 3, 4, 5
243-5-175a (positive) on verso of 243-5-1a copy 1
243-5-2 Original chalk drawing & B&W photo of drawing
243-5-3a
243-5-3b (several copies)
243-5-4a through d
243-5-7b
243-5-22a
243-5-25 b and c
243-5-28 b, c, d, and e

---------
243-5-33
243-5-34
243-5-38a, b, and c - three separate original chalk drawings
243-5-88a Original chalk drawing
243-5-165
243-5-166 through 177 - 8 prints of drawings, all mounted on one board
243-5-174 (very fragile; falling apart)
243-5-175a and b - negative prints – two halves of the same photo. 175a is
also positive on verso of 243-5-1a copy 1
243-5-176
243-5-177

PCA 243 Box 6: 243-6-23a and b
243-6-431

INVENTORY OF GLASS PLATE NEGATIVES

Stored in cabinet in vault

1 Box
5 Glass Plates: 243-2-94 to 243-2-98

INDEX TO PORTRAITS OF IDENTIFIED PEOPLE

Agricola, Raymond A.  
PCA 243 Box 2-227

Aleksandr (Nemolovsky), Bishop  
PCA 243 Box 1-53, 54, 57, 71

Aleksii (Panteleev), Bishop  
PCA 243 Box 2-237, 238, 239, 240

Alexandroff, Anisim  
CA 243 Box 1-90

All, Nicholas, Mr./Mrs.  
PCA 243 Box 2-231

Amfilokhii (Vakulskii), Bishop  
PCA 243 Box 1-58, 59, 60, 61, 63, 64, 65

Amvrosii (Merezhko), Bishop  
PCA 243 Box 1-60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66

Anatolii (Kamenskii), Bishop  
PCA 243 Box 1-9, 11, 15, 18, 19, 146

Antonii (Dashkevich), Father  
PCA 243 Box 1-50, 56, 131

Arkhangel'skii, Aleksandr  
PCA 243 Box 1-11

Avisetoff, B., Reverend  
PCA 243 Box 2-5

Balashev, Vasilii  
PCA 243 Box 1-79

Bayoy, William  
PCA 243 Box 1-90

Bel'Chuk, Pavel  
PCA 243 Box 2-126

Bellavin, Vasilii Ivanov  
See Tikhon (Bellavin), Bishop

Bensin, Basil M.  
PCA 243 Box 2-229, 230

Bortnovskii, Ioann, Father  
PCA 243 Box 1-93

Burdykov, Stephan Ignatiev  
PCA 243 Box 2-243, 244

Cashel family (Unga)  
PCA 243 Box 1-11.3

Cauden, W.A. (?)  
PCA 243 Box 2-21

Chariton, Abbot  
PCA 243 Box 1-135

Chase, Will  
PCA 243 Box 2-21

Chechenev, Innokentii Perfilievich  
PCA 243 Box 1-79

Checlienev, Vasilii Alekseevich  
PCA 243 Box 1-79

Chepelev, John J.  
PCA 243 Box 2-241, 242

Christopher, Mr.  
PCA 243 Box 1-168

Chudnovskii, Georgii  
PCA 243 Box 1-50

Cox, Lox  
PCA 243 Box 2-169

Dabovich, Ivan  
See Sevastian (Dabovich), Father

Dashkevich, Antonii  
See Antonii (Dashkevich), Father

Davidson, George, Professor  
PCA 243 Box 2-168

Deikar, V.  
PCA 243 Box 1-60

Demidov, Timofei Fedorovich  
PCA 243 Box 1-79

Diakonov, Ivan  
PCA 243 Box 1-91

Dobrovolskii, Peter  
PCA 243 Box 1-52

Donskoi, Father  
PCA 243 Box 1-7, 12, 14, 15

Druzhinin, Lavrentii  
PCA 243 Box 2-178

Erikalov, Takov Grigorievich  
PCA 243 Box 2-170

Erskine, M.C., Captain  
PCA 243 Box 2-168, 169

Filip (Stavitskii), Bishop  
PCA 243 Box 1-16, 20, 22, 133, 136

Fomin, Nikolai Romanovich  
PCA 243 Box 1-99

Foster family (Unga)  
PCA 243 Box 1-Ili

Golitzin, Princess  
PCA 243 Box 1-100

Gray, Mr. (Unalaska)  
PCA 243 Box 2-181

Grosvold, Katherine (Sand Point)  
PCA 243 Box 2-188

Gusev Family (Unga)  
PCA 243 Box 1-113

Hawaweeny, Rafael  
PCA 243 Box 1-67

Herman, Abbot  
PCA 243 Box 2-22

Jachmenev, Aleksei  
PCA 243 Box 1-133

Iaikulich, Iakov, Hieromonk  
PCA 243 Box 1-107

Iaroshevich, Aleksandr, Father  
PCA 243 Box 1-87, Box 2-33

Iaroshevich, Matushka, Mrs.  
PCA 243 Box 1-92

Innokentii (Pustynskii), Bishop  
PCA 243 Box 1-44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 55, 56, 131

Jochelson, Waldemar/family  
PCA 243 Box 4(f.1)-3, Box 4(f.10)

Kajhevonov, Vasilii  
PCA 243 Box 2-6

Kakvaim, S., Mrs.  
PCA 243 Box 1-81

Kakvaim, Simeon  
PCA 243 Box 1-81

Kamenskii, Anatolii  
See Anatotii (Kamenskii), Bishop

Kashevaroff, Aleksandra  
PCA 243 Box 2-183

Kashevaroff, Andrew P., Father  
PCA 243 Box 1-21, 22, 23, 24, 29, 30, 31, 45, 47, 50, 72, 136, Box 2-29, 34, 38, Box 3 (f.1)

Kashevaroff, Vasilii, Father  
PCA 243 Box 2-23, 24, 180

Kashevarov, L.P.  
PCA 243 Box 1-77

Kashevarov, Petr, Father  
PCA 243 Box 1-73

Kedroff, Nicholas J., Reverend  
PCA 243 Box 4(f.1)-3, 4, 5

Kedrovskii, Aleksandr, Father  
PCA 243 Box 1-55, 68, 69, 86, 91, 94, 109, 141

Kedrovskii, Matushka  
PCA 243 Box 1-94, 97

Khotovishkii, Protoierei Dimitri  
PCA 243 Box 1-133

King, Romanovich/Robertovich?  
PCA 243 Box 1-95, 96, 113

Kniazkov, K.  
PCA 243 Box 1-6
Kochergin, Grigori, Father  
PCA 243 Box 1-133

Kokhanik, Peter  
PCA 243 Box 1-66

Kornosevich, Romwold  
PCA 243 Box 4(f.9)

Kostromitinoff, P.J./family  
PCA 243 Box 1-132

Kostromitinoff, Sergei (George)  
PCA 243 Box 1-11, 18, 25, 26, 27, 28, 78, 116

Kozlov, Nikolai  
PCA 243 Box 1-89

Laulida, Katerina  
PCA 243 Box 2-175

Lavrishchev, Tikhon, Father  
PCA 243 Box 1-100, 101, Box 2-21, 245

Liamovladav (?), Semen  
Alteevich/family  
PCA 243 Box 1-140

Loganida, Anna  
PCA 243 Box 2-176

Lototskii, Mikhail, Father  
PCA 243 Box 1-100

Luka, Archimandrite  
PCA 243 Box 1-128

Lutke, Admiral  
PCA 243 Box 2-186

McIntyre, H.M.  
PCA 243 Box 2-168

Martysh, Aleksandr, Father  
PCA 243 Box 1-79

Mefodii (Vedenskii), Hiermonk  
PCA 243 Box 1-51, 81

Merezhko, Amvrosii, Bishop  
See Amvrosii (Merezhko), Bishop

Milovidov, Matrona (Mrs. S.E.)  
PCA 243 Box 1-97

Milovidov, Semen Alfreevich  
PCA 243 Box 1-90, 108

Mozee, Mr.  
PCA 243 Box 2-21

Naumov, Ivan (Ouzinkie)  
PCA 243 Box 2-202

Nemolovsky, Aleksandrovich  
Aleksandr  
See Alexander (Nemolovsky), Bishop

Nestor (Zass), Bishop  
PCA 243 Box 1-102

Niebaum, Gustave  
PCA 243 Box 2-168

Nikolai (Ziorov), Bishop  
PCA 243 Box 1-6, 7, 8, 9, 91, 111

Olgin, Irina  
PCA 243 Box 1-113

Olgin, Ivan  
PCA 243 Box 1-112, 114

Olgin, Natalia  
PCA 243 Box 1-97

Orlov, Ioann, Father  
PCA 243 Box 1-55, 39

Orlov, Olga  
PCA 243 Box 1-89

Orlov, Petr, Father  
PCA 243 Box 2-30

Panteleev, Alexander, Bishop  
See Aleksii (Panteleev), Bishop

Pashkovskii, Feodor  
PCA 243 Box 1-1, 2, 3

Pavlovna, Maria, Great Princess  
PCA 243 Box 1-100

Pernosky, John, Reverend
PCA 243 Box 1-90

Petelin, Serapion
PCA 243 Box 1-114

Petelin, Zoia Aleksandrovna
PCA 243 Box 1-95

Piekarski, Ed
PCA 243 Box 2-233

Platon, Bishop
PCA 243 Box 1-71, 134, 138

Platon (Rozhdevsky), Metropolitan
PCA 243 Box 1-142, 143

Ponamarkov, Petr
PCA 243 Box 1-115

Popov, Petr
PCA 243 Box 1-69, 109, 141

Pustynskii, Aleksandr Dimitrievich
See Innokentii (Pustynskii), Bishop
PCA 243 Box 1-50, 67

Rafael, Bishop
PCA 243 Box 1-71

Reed, Pelagia
PCA 243 Box 1-113

Repin, Stefan
See Sergei, Igumen, Father

Rogers, Iosif
PCA 243 Box 1-79

Romanovich, Fumin
PCA 243 Box 1-90

Rysev, Nikolai, Father
PCA 243 Box 1-55, 91

Salamatov, Moisel, Father
PCA 243 Box 1-74

Samoilovich, Seraphim, Hieromonk
PCA 243 Box 1-72

Sargent, Fred
PCA 243 Box 2-169

Schmaltz, Gerasim, Father
PCA 243 Box 1-120, 121, Box 2-204

Semenov, Ivan Semenovich
PCA 243 Box 1-79

Sergei, Igumen, Father
PCA 243 Box 1-55

Sevastian (Dabovich), Father
PCA 243 Box 1-76

Shaiaashnikov, Aleksandr
PCA 243 Box 1-114

Shalamov, Father
PCA 243 Box 1-13

Shchookin, Elias, Hierdeacon
PCA 243 Box 1-147, 148, 149, 150, Box 2-192, 193, 194, 195, 196

Shchookin, Mrs., (mother of Elias Shchookin)
PCA 243 box 1-13

Shimdndii, Adam
PCA 243 Box 2-234

Shishkin, Vasilii, Father
PCA 243 Box 1-141

Sivtsev, Leontii
PCA 243 Box 1-55

Soboleff, Ioann, Father
PCA 243 Box 1-47, 72, 80, 131

Soboleff, Mrs.
PCA 243 Box 2-172

Sokolovskii, Vasilii
See Vladimir (Sokolovskii), Bishop

Sorokoovikov, Constantine
PCA 243 Box 1-105

Spiridonov, Mr.
PCA 243 Box 1-91

Stavitskii, Vitalii Stefanovich
See Filip (Stavitskii), Bishop

Theodosius, Archimandrite
PCA 243 Box 1-164, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170

Tikhon (Bellavin), Bishop
PCA 243 Box 1-67, 69, 78, 141

Tolstoy, Leo
PCA 243 Box 2-235

Toluteev, Mr./Mrs.
PCA 243 Box 1-100

Turgeniev, I.S.
PCA 243 Box 2-236

Vakulskii, Anton Iakolev
See Amfilokhii (Vakulskii), Bishop

Vinokouroff, Alexander/family
PCA 243 Box 5(f.2)-4

Vinokouroff, Anastasia (Mrs. M.Z.)/family
PCA 243 Box 5(f.5, f.6)

Vinokouroff, Innokentii/family
PCA 243 Box 5(f.1)-1, 3b, Box 5(f.2)-5, 6, 7, Box 5(f.3)-16, 17

Vinokouroff, Ioann/family
PCA 243 Box 5(f.2)-4

Vinokouroff, Michael Z./family
PCA 243 Box 2-229, Box 4(f.1)-3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 17, Box 4(f.2), Box 5(f.1)-1, 3b, Box 5(f.2)-5, 7, Box 5(f.4), Box 5(f. 5)-53, Box 5(f.6)-54

Vinokouroff, Paraskeva (Mrs. Z.G.)
PCA 243 Box 5(f.1)-1, 3a

Vinokouroff, Tikhon/family
PCA 243 Box 5(f.1)-1, 3b, Box 5(f.2)-5, 6, Box 5(f.3)-8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14

Vinokouroff, Zinovii Geogievich, Archpriest
PCA 243 Box 5(f.1)-1, 2, 3a, Box 5(f. 2)-4

Vladimir (Sokolovskii), Bishop
PCA 243 Box 1-4,5

Voronzovskii, V.
PCA 243 Box 4(f.9)

Voznesenskii, A.
PCA 243 Box 1-6

Wilson, Captain
PCA 243 Box 2-169

Yackoloff
PCA 243 Box 1-90

Zass
See Nestor, (Zass) Bishop

Ziorov, Nikolai
See Nikolai (Ziorov), Bishop

Zoisenko, Peter
PCA 243 Box 2-4